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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the ultimate goals in the study of numerical methods for the solution of PDEs is to design 
methods that are optimal, in the sense that they either allow us to get the best possible accuracy 
in a fixed amount of time or a prescribed accuracy in the shortest computational time. If we 
consider, for instance, the problem of finding the solution u to the partial differential equation 
div(a grad u) = f, in ~'/C R d, u = 0, on 0R, (1.1) 
what one would like is, for instance, an algorithm allowing us to fix a priori the number of degrees 
of freedom for representing the approximate solution, without fixing a priori the approximation 
space. The algorithm should be able to find the best possible approximation achievable, within all 
the approximation spaces (of a certain type) of the given dimension. Moreover, the computational 
cost should grow only linearly with the number N of degrees of freedom. 
Recently, new developments on wavelets and nonlinear approximation have provided new tools, 
which allow us, in principle, (at least in a wavelet framework) to build algorithms that have such 
characteristics. We recall that if we define, given a wavelet basis, {¢x, A E A} for L2(~), the 
nonlinear space 
~N= {U = ~-~CA¢)~ : C-= {C)~}AeA E O'N} with a~ = {c E e2(A) : # {A E A : c~ ~ O} <- N} ' 
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of functions in L2(f~) which can be expressed as the linear combination of at most N wavelets, 
it is easy to define a nonlinear projection operator ?g : HS(~) ~ EN which minimizes the error 
]IU -- ~YUligs(~) in an equivalent HS(~) norm. In other words, If:by allows us to get, given u, the 
best (in the equivalent H 8 norm) N terms wavelet approximation. The rate of convergence of 
?gU to u, as N ~ oo, is linked to the Besov regularity of u (rather than to its Sobolev regularity 
as in the case of the classical inear approximation). 
In order to obtain methods with the required features for solving (1.1), one possibility is to look 
for iterative approximation schemes in which, by definition, the iterates belong to the nonlinear 
space EN. Convergence of algorithms of this type strongly relies on a key feature of wavelets, 
namely, what is usually referred to as wavelet preconditioning. Equation (1.1) can be rewritten 
in an equivalent form as infinite system 
Au = g, with A, ,A-1 E £ (g2 g2), 
where u is the infinite array of the coefficients u~ of the unknown solution u = )-~x u~)~, expressed 
with respect o the basis {~);(}~ obtained by suitably renormalizing the basis {¢~}~. 
We are interested in schemes of the following type, where, by abuse of notation, we will also 
denote by ~N : g2(A) -'-+ aN, the operator that associates to the coefficients u = {u~}~ of a 
function u, the vector of coefficients of its nonlinear projection ?g(U). 
SCHEME A. 
begin 
Input  : N, tol 
_u (°) = 0 
whi le  Lr(n)11~2 > tol do 
const ruct  an index set A (n) such that #(A  (n)) < CNlogN 
(n+l)  
and such that # ¢ A (n) ~ u. = 0 
(with u (n+D = PN(U (n) + 8(g -- ~4U(n))) not yet computed 
compute r (n) = (r~)~eh<,~) 
as r~ ~> = g~ - (AuI~))~ 
Update 
U (n+l) = ~N(U__ (n) "4- Or_ (n)) E O'N 
end 
Output : UN = ~,~U(n+l )~ 
end 
The construction of a suitable set A (~), which is possible thanks to the good space frequency 
localization properties of wavelets, is a necessary step for an algorithm of this type to be practically 
implemented, but we will not consider here such an issue. Our aim is rather to study the 
influence of the nonlinear projection step in the Richardson type algorithm and we will, therefore, 
concentrate on a model (noncomputable) algorithm, namely, Scheme B. 
SCHEME B. 
begin 
Input : N, tol 
_u (°) = O_ 
while IIr_(n)lle~ > tol d_oo 
compute r_ (n) 
as r (~) = g_- Au (~) 
update 
u_ (n+l) = ]PN(U_ (n) -5 Or (n)) E aN 
end 
o (n+l) ~Z Output : UN = EA ~A WA 
end 
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To be as general as possible, we will analyse an algorithm of this type for a generic elliptic 
operator of order s. The aim of this paper is to give an analysis of such an algorithm, showing 
convergence, as well as an estimate of the error Ilu - u(n)llH.(~ ). 
2. THE FUNCTIONAL FRAMEWORK 
In the following, we will employ the notation A <~ B to indicate that the quantity A is bounded 
from above by a positive constant imes the quantity B, while A ~- B will stand for A ~< B <~ A. 
For simplicity, let us fix the following functional setting. Let 12 C_ R d be a bounded domain, 
and suppose we are given a Riesz basis {~2A}AeA, A = Uj=0 Aj, for L2(12), such that, for some 
parameter p > 1, the following norm equivalence for the Besov spaces Bp,q(ft) holds for all s, p, q, 
0 < s < S, 0 <p< co, q >0,  
J 
(2.2) 
0o A The splitting of the index set A as A -- ~Jj=0 j corresponds to distinguishing functions "living" 
at different scales (A c Aj ~ (supp¢~) ~ 2-J). It is beyond the goal of this paper to describe 
how and under which conditions on ~t such bases {~ba}~ are constructed (see, among others, 
[1,2]). 
Since HS(gt) = B~,2(~ ), from equivalence (2.2), we deduce that for all s, 0 < s < S, 
~ u~ -~ I1~-I1~, 
H~(~) 
with ~)~ = p-jS¢~,. (2.3) 
B¢,¢ (~) Moreover, when considering a nonlinear approximation i H ~, the scale of Besov spaces ~+8 
--where T = ~-(r) is defined by the relation 1/T = r /d  + 1/2--will naturally appear. For these 
spaces, the norm equivalences in terms of wavelet coefficients are quite simple; indeed using again 
equivalence (2.2), we obtain 
~ux~ -~ Ilull~T, ;~ c Aj, with 1 r 1 T ~ + ~' (2.a) 
where again g)~ = p-jS~bA. 
In the following, it will also be useful to consider the space of functions whose coefficients, with 
respect to the rescaled basis {g)x}~, are in the weak-U space g~, which can be defined as the 
space of sequences u = {u~}~ for which there exists a constant C such that 
#{),: [u~l > ~} < c~ -T, (2.5) 
the norm Ilull~ being defined as the smallest C which verifies relation (2.5). It is possible to 
prove that g ~ c g~,, which implies that the coefficients (u~}~ of a function u E / =It+8 verify - -  - -T~T 
• {u~}~ e ~.  
The variational framework considered here will correspond in the following to an elliptic prob- 
lem on ~ with natural boundary conditions. However, it is not difficult to check that the whole 
proof of the result obtained in the next section relies on the representation (3.9) of the problem 
and on the norm equivalences (2.2) and (2.4). Therefore, such result carries over to much more 
general situations, like, for instance, Dirichlet BVP, where the space R r+s is substituted by the 
suitable corresponding space, and the wavelet basis by a basis or which a representation of the 
form (2.4) for such space, holds. 
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3. ANALYSIS  OF THE NONLINEAR R ICHARDSON SCHEME 
Let A :  SS(g~) --* H-8(12), 0 < s < S, (H-8(~)  denoting here the dual of SS(~))  is a bounded 
linear operator and let the corresponding bilinear form a : HS(~) × Hs(~) --* R be defined as 
a(u,v) := (Au, v), Vu, v • HS(a),  
where (., .) denotes the duality pairing between H -s and H s. We assume that the bilinear form a 
is symmetric positive definite, that is, V u, v • HS(f~), 
a(u, v) ~ MIIulIH~(mlIvlIH~(a), a(u, u) >_ allull~.(n ). 
We consider the following problem: given g • H-S(f~), find u • HS(f~) such that 
Au = g. (3.6) 
Under our assumptions, it is well known that, for any f E H-8(f~), equation (3.6) has a unique 
solution. This is also the unique solution of the equivalent variational problem: find u • Hs(f~) 
such that 
a(u,v) = (g,v>, Vv • HS(a). (3.7) 
Expressing u in terms of the rescaled basis {¢~}a, we can rewrite (3.7) in terms of the Fourier 
coefficients u = {u~}~ of the unknown solution 
u = ~ u~¢a, 
as an infinite-dimensional system of linear equations 
.du = g, (3 .8 )  
where 
`4 = (at,,),).i~eA, at,,), = (ACa, Ct,), g = {g~'}t, eA, gt, = (g, ¢ . ) ,  
are a bi-infinite matrix and an infinite array, respectively. It is not difficult to check that  ` 4 E 
/:(~2, ~2) and that it is boundedly invertible, that is, 
c,, II 
Moreover, we assume that the basis {~)~}~ and the operator .4 are such that it holds for some 
T0<2,  
TO TO .4 C Z: ( lw, /~ ). (3.9) 
We remark that under suitable space-frequency localization properties of the wavelet basis {~a }~, 
condition (3.9) holds for a wide class of differential and pseudo-differential operators [3]. 
Let us now recall that P'N C_ V, 
~N-= (U--~ ~-~CA~bA : C= {C)`  }AeA E aN I with aN = {C C e2(A) : # {A E A : c)` 7~ O} <- N}  ' 
is defined as the nonlinear space of functions in L2(fl) which can be represented as the linear 
combination of at most N elements of the basis {¢~})`. A nonlinear projector PN : L2(f~) --* EN 
can be defined as follows. Given u = ~ u~g)A, let us introduce a decreasing rearrangement 
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{lu~(~)l}~e~ of the sequence {{u~l}~eA, where the application • N 
and verifies n < m ~ [u~(~)] > [u~(m)]. ~N(U) is then defined by 
N 
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~(n) • A is bijective 
In order to prove Theorem 3.2, we need to recall the following lemma [3]. 
o ~o £(~2, ~2), for TO LEMMA 3.1. LetAe£(~,gw)N some <2.  Then there exists a constant So > O 
and a ~-, TO <_ ~ < 2, such that V0 with 0 < 8 < 8o, it holds, 
[ l I  - OAll,~(t:,~:) <_ ~ < 1, 
IIZ - eA l l c (es ,~)  < 3' < 1, for all r, ~ < r < 2. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. First of all, we observe that ]PN is g2-contractive. Then, since u n • ~2 
(only N coefficients are nonzero by definition), using Lemma 3.1, by (3.12), one has 
I1_~"+~ I1~ = Ile~ (~_" + e (g -~_") )11~-< II u"+ e (g_- ~" ) I1~-< Ileg_II~ + ~ Lu% ~" 
By iterating this bound, we obtain 
n=l 
that is, only the N greatest (in absolute value) coefficients of u are retained. We recall that 
by abuse of notation, we will also indicate by PN : ~2 __, aN the operator associating to the 
sequence u the coefficients of the function ]PN(~-~ u~) .  The accuracy of the corresponding 
"approximation is directly related to ~ regularity of the sequence of coefficients of u, as stated 
by the following theorem [4,5]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u = ~-~eA u~)~, with ~)~ = p- jS¢~, s ~ S. If{u~}~ • ~,  then 
inf []u - W]]H, <~ f]U -- PNUl]H, <~ g -(1/~+1/2) }[u]]tV, 
wEaN 
where the implicit constants in the bounds depend only on r. 
Our aim is to find an approximate solution to problem (3.8) in ~N. In order to do that, we 
consider the abstract nonlinear Richardson Scheme B. As already stated in the introduction, this 
is not a computable numerical scheme, since it involves operations on infinite matrices and vectors. 
Such a scheme will eventually be coupled with suitable compression steps applied both to the 
operator ,4 and to the right-hand side g, which will allow us to actually implement i efficiently. 
Nevertheless, it is interesting to consider such a scheme in order to analyze the influence of the 
nonlinear operator PN. In particular, the main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
ro /~(£2 ~2) for some vo < 2. Then there exists a ~ < 2 and THEOREM 3.2. Let ,4 • £(~o,  ~w ) n 
a 80 > 0 such that, for all 8, 0 < 0 < 8o, it holds (the implicR constants in the inequalities 
depending on 8), 
(i) stability: i f  g_ • ~2, we have 
Ilu"ll = IIg_ll 2, Vn • N; (3.10) 
(ii) approximation error estimate: i f  g_ • ~,  ~ < 7 < 2 then, setting e_. n = u" - u_, it holds t'or 
some # < 1, 
1 N_(1/r+l/2). (3.11) 
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which, since # < 1 and _u ° = 0, yields (3.10). Now let 
C = P~ (u ~ + e (g_ - Au~)) - (u ~ + e (g_ - AUn)). 
A simple calculation yields 
en+l  __ en -F e-A_e n --~ C n, 
which, taking the g2 norm and using (3.12) again, yields 
Ile+'ll,= _<, ll_PIl,= + IId'll~= • (3.14) 
Iterating (3.14), we then obtain 
o )o  
ll~n+,lb = ~. . -k  II_~kll~= +.n+l Ileoll~= -< ( max IIcklb ~. '  +.n+* Ileolle= • (3.15) 
\0<k<n 
k=O i=0 
The sum on the right-hand side of (3.15) converges (# < 1) and then we can write 
1 mkax ilcklb + ~+, Ileoll~=. (3.16) II-~+*ll~ = -< i - 
To conclude, we only need to give a uniform bound on IIc k lie2. Using Lemma 3.1, it is not difficult 
to show that g • g~ implies u k + e(g_ - .Au k) • ~ with 
Ilu ~ +e(g -  ~k) l l<  < C: (3.17) 
uniformly in k. Indeed, I I I  - e.AIIL(<,~> < ~ < 1, and since ]PN is e~ contractive, setting 
_~k+l = Uk + e (g-- .AUk), 
we can write 
I1~+111 ~. -- II(z - e.A)u k + eg_lg < IIv - e.A)uk I ~ + Ile_glb < "~ II--~kll~:, + Ileg_lb 
- -  *1 ,  - -  to - -  - -  * i v  - -  ~o  
= "~ II~'N (--~k)ll,:o + Ileg_ll< --< ~ II--~kll~=, + Ile~_ll< • 
By iterating this bound, we obtain 
II--~k+'ll,=.-< ¢ Ilwlll< + ~' Ile_~ll,=-- 1 -~ ,,, 
which yields (3.17). Thanks to (3.17), by applying Theorem 3.1, we have that 
max Ilckll~k < N-('/'+1/2) 5ax Iluk +eQ--Auk) I1,.,,, < N-O/'~+l/2)O(g). 
Combining such a bound with (3.16) implies the thesis. I 
Using norm equivalence (2.4), this yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let u be the solution of (3.7) and let g belong to r+s B ,~ (~), with r such that 
0 < r + s < min(S, d/~ - d/2} and with r given by 1/T = r/d + 1/2. I fu~ ) = )-~ u(n)~ is the 
nonlinear approximation of u at step n given by the nonlinear Richardson scheme with 0 < 80, 
then it holds, for some # < 1, 
U -- U~ ) g" (~)  < 12n U -- U (0) I C N_r/d, Vn • N. 
- -  Y H'(~) -F 1 -- # 
REMARK 3.1. Though, for simplicity, we set u ° 0 throughout the paper, it is not difficult to 
realize that the result holds unchanged also for any initial guess in ~g.  
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